
 Clara     Carroll 

 “What     Promises     of     the     Preamble     to     the     U.S.     Constitution     Means     the     Most     to     Me     and 
 Why?”. 

 The     two     most     important     promises     of     the     preamble     are  the     Armed     Forces 
 and     securing     the     blessing     of     Liberty     in     my     opinion.     In     the     paragraph     below     I     will 
 talk     about     what     the     armed     forces     means     to     me     and     what     America     would     be     like 
 without     it.     If     we     didn't     have     the     blessing     of     Liberty,     then     we     would     have     no 
 Liberty     and     nothing     we     say     would     matter.      These     two     promises     are     related.      Our 
 armed     forces     make     the     blessing     of     liberty     possible     by     fighting     for     it     and     against 
 those     countries     that     would     take     it     away. 

 The     armed     forces     mean     the     most     to     me     because     it     means     that     they     can 
 protect     us     and     we     are     slowly     building     up     our     army.     In     the     past     years     we     have 
 built     up     our     army     so     much     to     the     point     where     people     don't     mess     with     us.     If     we 
 didn't     have     armed     forces     we     wouldn't     have     been     able     to     fight     back     against     Japan 
 during     the     Pearl     Harbor     attack.     Thanks     to     our     armed     forces,     America     is     a     free 
 country.     The     army     is     part     of     what     makes     America,     America. 

 The     second     promise     that     is     important     to     me     is     securing     the     blessing     of 
 Liberty.     One     of     the     signs     of     free     people     is     having     the     right     to     vote.      Voting     is 
 having     a     small     say     in     what     happens     next     and     who     leads     next.     We     would     have 
 zero     power,     zero     say,     and     zero     choice     without     this     right.     We     are     lucky     because 
 our     voices     matter.     We     also     have     the     freedom     to     work     wherever     we     want     or     go     to 
 whatever     church     we     choose.     We     are     blessed     to     have     the     right     to     choose     our 
 leaders     and     work     or     study     what     pleases     us. 

 I     am     so     thankful     for     these     two     promises     of     the     preamble     to     the     US 
 Constitution.      Our     armed     forces     protect     our     rights     as     well     as     our     physical 
 country.      Because     of     the     armed     forces     we     were     able     to     fight     back     and     win     wars. 
 Individual     liberty     is     very     important     to     Americans.      We     treasure     our     rights     and 
 this     promise     protects     that.      I     hate     to     think     about     what     America     would     be     like 
 without     the     Constitution     or     if     it     would     be     a     place     worth     living     in. 


